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Bringing Your Video 
Content to the Next Level
How to optimize your video content through different 
social media platforms. 

Authenticity is key. Reaching people on an organic, 
vulnerable, story-telling level. Connecting with your 
audience in a way that finds common ground, gives them a 
window into your life. 

Production quality vs. content. Content is Queen as they 
say. Production quality is important, but what you’re telling 
or showing your audience is most important. 



What We Will Cover

1. Authenticity & Content
2. Instagram
3. Facebook
4. Captions
5. Livestreaming 
6. Engagement & Views
7. Production Tips, Tricks & Hacks
8. Types of Videos to Produce
9. Final Takeaways



Authenticity
When creating content, think about what you like to 
watch. Chances are if you enjoy it, your audience will. 
The more authentic your videos content is, the more it 
will resonate with your audience. 

Authenticity is simply sharing your story. If 
something feels fake or canned while you’re doing it, it 
will most likely come across as inauthentic in the video 
as well.



Content

What People like to Watch

◦ Personality-driven videos
◦ Videos that educate – Teach them a recipe, share a tip 

with them they might not know. 
◦ Videos that entertain – humor is something that 

resonates with everyone no matter what the video topic. 
Silly is okay too, it hooks viewers immediately. 



Instagram



Instagram
Video can be shown in 3 ways on Instagram

Main feed
Stories 
IGTV

Main feed 
First thing people see on your profile
Strong feed aesthetic



Instagram – Main Feed
How do you decide which video is best for main feed?
◦ Types of videos for main feed vs. IGTV



Instagram – Main Feed
Main feed is best for: 
◦ Videos up to 1 minute
◦ Short looping videos (think memes and GIFs)



Instagram – Main Feed

Hook people in the first few seconds

Talking videos need captions

Optimized for square videos



Instagram – Main Feed
Be consistent about posting a video in main feed at least 
twice a week. The video content can include:

◦ Recipe videos
◦ Talking to your audience to make an announcement
◦ Give tips, or teach them something in under a minute
◦ Give them a challenge for the week

Make sure your thumbnail or cover frame is something 
that will make people click and matches your feed 
aesthetic.



Instagram - Stories 
This is where people are creating the most consistent, 
high engagement video content. 



Instagram - Stories 
What type of videos? You can pretty much put any video 
in story. The only catch is: each snippet is limited to 15 
seconds. But Instagram will break a longer video up into 
snippets automatically. 

The simplest video content to do in stories is to talk to 
your audience, tell them about your day. Teach them 
something. Use the built-in engagement tools, polls, 
questions, etc. to go along with your video. 

Story video is the best way to give your audience a window 
into your life, and showcase your personality. And easy 
handheld selfie videos are just fine in this medium. 



Instagram - Stories 
Elevate the look and feel of your stories with apps that include 
video frames. Storyluxe is a great app for this. 



Instagram - Stories 
Share your main feed video post in story. 
Add a video from your camera roll (15 secs)



Instagram - IGTV
Currently, Instagram is pushing users to utilize IGTV, 
Instagram Television for long form video. 

The algorithm works in users’ favor. 
Of course, this could change at any 
point. 

IGTV is perfect for anything over 
1 minute. If it’s over one minute, 
Instagram allows you to preview 
it in your main feed. 



Instagram – IGTV cont’d
Production quality – You can produce high quality 
videos here if you want to invest the time, or simple 
longer form videos just on your smartphone. 

Rolling out a new feature to verified accounts to make 
IGTV videos into series. Categorize them into 
“shows” – Recipes, Nutrition tips, Interviews, etc. 

IGTV is for 9 x 16 videos, but can also do 16 x 9. 
However, sizing is tricky, as in preview it’s different. 



Instagram - Challenges
Main feed = Favors square video

IGTV = 9:16, preview in main feed, 
4:5 for the first 1 minute

Stories - it’s 9:16 square & 16:9 (letterbox) 

So that’s a lot of sizes to deal 
with and can be a frustrating
process. 



Instagram
IGTV quick hack – Adapt square to 9:16



Facebook



Facebook

The Facebook video algorithm changes all the time. For 
brands, to get millions of views on each video is no longer 
easy. Facebook favors paid promotion, which not everyone 
can afford. Consistency is important in building a loyal 
audience. Give your audience a reason to watch. 

You have 3 seconds to hook your audience on 
Facebook. 

There are various lengths you can do, depending on your 
content. 



Facebook
FB long form video

Teaching your audience 
Recipes 
Interview/discussion with people 
Difference between long form and live interviews

FB Short videos 
Ideal length of videos
Duplicate IG main feed video
Short snackable topics (tips)



Facebook
FB also favors square videos, but 16:9 is still used very 
frequently. If you film it in a square frame, then you 
can use on FB and IG easily. 



Facebook - Stories
Facebook stories are not as widely used as 
Instagram stories.  Is it worth the time to create new 
and different video content for FB? Short answer, 
probably not. Facebook does have different video 
filters for their stories than IG does.



Facebook - Stories
For engagement purposes, and if you have a sizable FB 
following, then you can easily dual post your IG story 
into FB. 



Captions



Captions – All videos
Most people look an Instagram with the sound off, so 
it’s vitally important to hook them with visuals and 
captions. Otherwise they will scroll right past it.

Do you need to put captions on all your videos?
If anyone is talking in your video, yes. 

Captions recommended for: IG Main feed, 
Facebook, and the first few seconds of an IGTV intro, 
since these videos appear in main feed. 



Captions – All videos
Let’s face it, we don’t have time to caption all of our 
videos. 

IG Main feed – Very important to have for full video 
as it’s just 1min. A hack is to just add captions in the 
first few seconds to hook your audience or you can 
create a thumbnail that serves as the first frame of the 
video that tells people what they are watching. 



Captions – All videos
Best tools for captions

Clips –live captioning (iPhone users)
Other apps: MixCaptions

Stories
Native text feature 
Example: “Best foods to eat when you’re 
pregnant!”



Live streaming



Live Streaming
Pros 

Engages your audience
Experiences (live events, outings)
Answer questions
Interviews  
Teach

Where should you live stream?
Platform with the largest audience

Co-Livestreams
Q & A livestreams
Live events 



Live Streaming 
Importance of Sound

Engagement takes a 
little time to build up 

Saving live stream videos

Highly produced vs. 
lower quality



Live Streaming
Instagram and Facebook live streaming is essentially 
the same. The main difference is your Facebook live 
stream will stay on your page. And the Instagram one 
does not. 



Engagement & Views 

Consistency is key – if your audience knows you are producing 
video on a regular basis, they will look for it. And the algorithms 
seem to favor consistency. 

On both Instagram and Facebook, the best way to increase views 
and engagement is to interact with your audience. Comment, 
“like” their comments, and start a discussion. 

Partner with other people: Whether it’s having someone 
appear in your videos, or co-livestreaming, utilizing another 
person’s audience increases your views and engagement. 



Engagement & Views 
Interacting with your audience 
is vitally important.

Post about your video in story 
Pose a question via video to audience 
First 15 seconds of a video 
IGTV swipe up (link) or main feed post

Utilize hashtags on IG
#food, #nutrition, #dietitian, 
#health, #healthy, etc.



Production Hacks, Tips & 
Tricks 



Production: Filming
Filming Tips - People like well lit, colorful videos, that 
they can hear. Easy right?

Your light source should be 
in front of you, not behind 
you. (Photo shows a ring light 
that attaches right to your 
phone).

Make sure you can be heard,
Don’t film in a room with a lot
of background noise.



Production: Equipment 
Do you need a high end camera? Or will a phone camera 
suffice?

Smartphones – HD quality depending on phone; best for quick 
turnaround content. 

Tripod - Selfie Stick Tripod – Ubeesize has a good line of 
smartphone tripods

For those who want to use something other than their phones, 
GoPros and DSLR cameras work too, but require editing. 

Microphones – built-in mics on phones aren’t bad. You can also 
purchase an external mic that plugs into & mounts on your phone 
better sound. (Rode has a good line of mics that works with 
phones)



Post-Production: Editing
If you shoot on a dSLR camera, you will need to edit in external 
programs, such as Adobe Premiere. 

If you shoot on an iPhone and want simple edits, you can do it in 
editing apps, or right in your camera roll, you can trim videos. 

For quick turnaround tools - video editing apps on phones are 
the best, and if you add text and music, it will make your content 
stand out. Apps like Videoshop, iMovie are helpful. Test out a 
few of them and see which one is easiest for you. The key is to use 
one that you can quickly and easily edit on. 

Music –for timelapses, recipes, compilations, photo slideshows –
videos that you don’t want to talk in, music adds a nice engaging 
element.  



Post-Production: Sizing

In addition to quick turn around video editing apps,  if 
you take a video that is portrait or landscape, you can 
re-size it easily in video apps. 



Production: Apps

Recommended apps to check out
Hyperlapse (timelapsing)
Videoshop (full robust editing suite)
HypeType (adding music and animated text)
Instasize (let’s you re-size to all sizes easily)
Pic Play Post (Collage video, frames, animation)
Clips (live captioning) 
Storyluxe (video and photo story templates)



Other Types of Videos
Timelapses & Stop motion – Time-lapses are great 
for recipe videos – either over the head ones, or just 
setting up your tripod in your kitchen and facing the 
camera. Also good for walking through events. (The IG 
app: Hyperlapse is great for this). 

Gifs/looping videos – These are a quick and easy 
way to use humor to connect with your audience. Use a 
gif app to convert it to a video, add a caption and you’re 
set. 



Final Takeaways
Authenticity - key to connecting with any audience is to not 
make them feel like you’re trying to sell something to them, but 
rather letting them into your story, teaching them something; or 
simply entertaining them.

Personality-driven. Using video to quickly connect with your 
audience - Surprise your audience from time to time, make videos 
that show you’re human, and face a lot of the challenges they do. 

Educate your audience. People like to learn things they don’t 
know. And if they can learn it quickly via video, even better!



Final Takeaways
Consistency in posting - posting on a schedule.

Always remember, the majority of content is viewed on a 
mobile device. So if you are creating something in editing 
software or on your computer, make sure you watch it on your 
device before posting it to make sure you can see, hear, and 
consume the content without difficulty. Captions might look good 
on a desktop, but they might be harder to see on mobile. 



Final Takeaways 
Live stream – Remember engagement takes a little while to build up but 
you can help this along, by alerting a few friends who can engage the 
stream/view it when it first starts. Also, it’s good to do a video tease in your 
stories a few hours before. Or a graphic in your main feed.

Create video content for the platform where you have the biggest audience. 
And for the other platforms, simply share or duplicate your content. 

Don’t be afraid to fail or try new videos. Go for completion not 
perfection. You’ll learn what works very quickly.

How can you know if your video content is resonating with your audience? 
Ask them! Ask them what type of videos they want from you. And then film 
them and give the people what they want!



thank you!

contact us: 
jenna.amos@siggis.com

Q&A


